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Taiwan is known as the tea lover’s paradise, and is
Asia’s best kept secret as one of the finest tea
producers in the world especially in the category

of Oolong.  As the French have the wine, Taiwan has the
tea! Here are some famous teas below for all the tea
lovers to visit Taiwan on their next adventure!

High Mountain Oolong Tea: This name refers to any
tea that is grown over 1000m elevation, and processed
as a lightly oxidized, unroasted Oolong Tea. There are
many famous place names within this category that rep-
resent geographic growing regions. These include
Alishan, Shanlinxi, Lishan, and Dayuling. Virtually all
High Mountain Oolong Tea is made with the Qing Xin
Oolong cultivar.

Jin Xuan “Milk” Oolong Tea: Jin Xuan, also called Tai
Cha #12, is a hybrid cultivar that has become increas-
ingly popular since its inception in 1980’s by Taiwan’s

Tea Research and Extension Station (TRES). It is a
hardy, high yielding strain that is very versatile both in
its cultivation and processing. Jin Xuan is mostly grown
in Nantou and Chiayi Counties, but it can now be found
all over Taiwan and beyond.

Dong Ding Oolong Tea: Dong Ding, or ‘Frozen
Peak’ is the name of a mountain in Lugu Township,
and now represents a traditional processing method,
using the original Qing Xin Oolong cultivar that
migrated from Mainland China. Dong Ding Oolong is
the most popular traditionally made tea in Taiwan. Its
distinctive qualities result from medium levels of both
oxidation and roasting.

Oriental Beauty (Bai Hao Oolong) Tea: Oriental
Beauty is the name that was given to this type of tea by
the Queen of England. Bai Hao (white fur) Oolong is the
name that is locally used to refer to this tea, based on

the harvesting and processing methods.
The leaves are harvested very young, when they still

have their protective fur. The fully processed leaves are
slightly curled, and multi-colored. The leaves are heavily
oxidized, to the point of resembling a Black Tea in char-
acter.  A true batch of Oriental Beauty is only produced
when the new leaf growth has been affected by the
Green Leafhopper. 

Sun Moon Lake Black Tea: Tea cultivation in the Sun
Moon Lake area dates back to the Qing Dynasty (17-
1800’s) when Chinese settlers began cultivating the nat-
urally occurring wild tea tree. In the early 1900’s, the
Japanese colonists developed large scale Black Tea pro-
duction using the Assam strain here, following the
British model in India. The pre-existing wild tea strain
naturally cross-bred with an Assam strain. Taiwan’s
TRES spent 50 years refining this hybridization before

it was publicly registered in 1999 as Tai Cha #18. In
2003, was given the name Red Jade at the 100 year
anniversary of the TRES, and honoured as a Taiwanese
specialty tea.

Four Seasons Spring Oolong Tea: Around 1981, a
Muzha tea farmer in Taipei County discovered a natu-
rally occurring hybrid oolong in his tea garden that
proved to be particularly suitable to the climate in
Taiwan. Since then, it has gained popularity for its pro-
lific produce and unique flavour and character. Now it is
cultivated extensively as a signature oolong tea that is
unique to the island of Taiwan. The name Four Seasons
Spring was chosen for the plant’s prolific year-round
leaf growth, allowing for at least four harvests annually
that produce a fresh, fragrant character of tea that is
unique among oolongs.

Enjoy the delectable tea in Taiwan

She is at war with the Queen - now the “Pope”
is turning on Meghan Markle. The Duchess of
Sussex is the butt of a string of catty quips in

the new television series, “The New Pope”, which
premiered on HBO and Sky Atlantic yesterday. The
timing of the show - the follow-up to “The Young
Pope” - could not be worse for the American
actress, whose bombshell announcement that she
and Prince Harry were stepping back from frontline
royal duties, has rocked the British monarchy.

The cheeky smash-hit Vatican drama that saw
Jude Law’s dishy American pope struck down by a
heart attack in the first series, has Markle bom-
barding his replacement with demands for fashion
advice in the second. “What a nuisance!” barks the
fictional Pope John Paul III played by Hollywood
star John Malkovich as his butler takes another call
supposedly from Markle.

“Wear the yellow Dior because it plays up the
contrasts with your complexion,” Sir  John
Brannox, the aristocratic English prelate played by
Malkovich tells Markle in one scene. “No, Meghan
I am adamant, wear the yellow,” he adds. “She
calls me 25 times a day for beauty tips. She thinks
I’m gay,” he later confesses to the Vatican’s spin
doctor.

Lack of class 
While Markle - who wore Dior for the baptism

of son Archie in July - does not appear herself, she
is a recurring presence in the series’ early episodes.
“They want to be influencers but they have no idea
of color combinations,” Malkovich’s character adds
in one of many takedowns aimed at Markle, who
has complained about being persecuted by the
British tabloid press. Her husband has branded
some of the criticism of the mixed-race former
“Suits” star as racist.

In the series, Brannox is voted pope after Law’s
immediate replacement, Pope Francis II, dies in
mysterious circumstances after threatening to give
away all the Church’s riches. “What will Meghan
do without me?” Malkovich sighs after he finally
agrees to be pontiff. The American actress - whose
feminism and social media savvy has made her an
uncomfortable fit for the British royals - is the tar-
get of a further jibe about her supposed lack of
breeding in the show. Despite its gags at the
expense of Markle, “The New Pope” - which also
features a “resurrected” Law - is being billed for
its feminist take on the inner workings of the
Catholic church.

Nuns on strike 
As well as a teasing trailer that featured Law’s

pope walking along the beach in a pair of skimpy
white swimming trunks, it has the Vatican’s nuns go
on strike and actresses Cecile de France and
Ludivine Sagnier in key roles. Sharon Stone and
Marilyn Manson also play themselves. “The Church
is much more sexist than the rest of the world,” the
series’ creator Paolo Sorrentino, the Bafta-winning
maker of the 2013 film “La Grande Bellezza”, told
AFP. “Women absolutely do not have the same
rights; they cannot say Mass, they live according to
how men want them to. This is a situation that will
end,” he added.

Sorrentino said that far from being shocked by
the sex, corruption and constant back-stabbing
that the series portrays, Vatican insiders seemed to
enjoy it. He insisted that there was nothing in it that
would shock priests “who are listening to sins all
day long in the confessional boxes”. When he visit-
ed the Vatican, “clerics were smiling and winking at
me, as if to say they liked it,” the Italian added. The
series comes at a time of unprecedented interest by
Hollywood in the inner workings of the Catholic
church, with Jonathan Pryce nominated for an
Oscar yesterday for his performance as the real
Pope Francis in Netflix’s “The Two Popes”. — AFP 

Meghan Markle
bugs pontiff for 
fashion tips in
‘The New Pope’

Oscar-winning British director Steve McQueen has
criticized Britain’s top film awards following contro-
versy over the lack of diversity in this year’s nomi-

nations. McQueen, the first black director to win an
Academy Award - for “12 Years A Slave” in 2014 - said the
BAFTAs risked being “of no interest to anyone” if they fail
to become more inclusive. The criticism came after the
shortlist of nominees for top awards released by the British
Academy of Film and Television Arts lacked women and
people from minority backgrounds.

There are no non-white actors in the four main acting
categories while no female filmmakers are up for best
director. The backlash at the shortlist prompted BAFTA to
announce it will conduct a “careful and detailed review” of
its voting system, while insisting gender balance was an
“industry-wide problem”. But McQueen, who has seen two
of his films previously win BAFTAs, called that stance “non-
sense”. “When these films are being made to critical acclaim,
they’re not even being recognized,” he told The Guardian
newspaper yesterday. “After a while you get a bit fed up with

it. Because if the BAFTAs are not supporting British talent...
then I don’t understand what you are there for.”

The Hollywood director, who received a knighthood in
Queen Elizabeth II’s annual new year’s honors list, said with-
out reform the BAFTAs would eventually have “no credibility
at all”.  “They have to change,” he added, noting British talent
that could have been nominated this year included Marianne
Jean-Baptiste for “In Fabric”, Cynthia Erivo for “Harriet” and
Daniel Kaluuya for “Queen & Slim”.

A 2018 report conducted by business psychology firm
Pearn Kandola found 94 percent of all Bafta film award
nominees have been white. The Oscars has faced similar
criticisms in recent years, with all-white lists of acting
nominees in both 2015 and 2016. This year’s BAFTAs
are to be held on Feb 2 in London. Dark comic book
drama “Joker,” starring Golden Globes winner Joaquin
Phoenix, leads the pack with 11 nominations, including
for best film. Meanwhile Martin Scorsese’s gangster
epic “The Irishman” and Quentin Tarantino’s “Once
Upon A Time... In Hollywood”, both received 10 nomi-

nations each. In Los Angeles meanwhile, the Netflix
blaxploitation biopic “Dolemite Is My Name” starring
Eddie Murphy won best comedy at the Critics’ Choice
Awards Sunday night. —AFP

Brexit hasn’t happened yet, but the fashion exodus has
already begun. Craig Green, the rising star of British
fashion who has won menswear designer of the year

three out of the last four years, is quitting London to show in
Paris for the first time. He is one of four newcomers to a jam-
packed Paris men’s fashion week, which kicks off today. With
53 runway shows in the official program and just as many
presentations outside, the French capital now utterly domi-
nates fashion while Brexit-hit London, Milan and New York
fall away in its wake.

The British Fashion Council and Italy’s Chamber of
Fashion joined forces to bring 10 emerging British designers
and three established names to the Italian fashion capital last
week as a “bridge between nations” as Britain’s January 31
exit from the EU loomed. “It’s a political message... Too
many frontiers aren’t good for the fashion system,” said
Italy’s Carlo Capasa, head of the Italian chamber. Yet there is
no disguising that both London and Milan are struggling for
relevance in the face of the Parisian steamroller, which gets
longer and more crowded every season.

Paris domination 
Poaching 34-year-old Green - who has been hailed as a

“true genius” - is another coup for Paris. He will show on
Sunday, the final day of the menswear shows alongside two
other British brands, Dunhill and Paul Smith. Vogue has
described the Londoner, who created the costumes for
Ridley Scott’s 2017 blockbuster “Alien: Covenant”, as “with-
out contest, one of the most important designers working in
London right now.”

Known for his gender-neutral style, he cut his teeth
working for the hugely influential Belgian avant-gardist
Walter Van Beirendonck, one of the “Antwerp Six”, that
included such trendsetters as Dries Van Noten, Ann
Demeulemeester and Martin Margiela. Three other debu-

tants join Green on the official Paris catwalk, led by Botter,
run by the Dutch eco-conscious couple Rushemy Botter
and Lisi Herrebrugh, who also designs for the French label,
Nina Ricci.

Another French house Rochas will launch its first Paris
menswear collection with the punky US brand Rhude the
first of the newcomers out of the traps for its show yester-
day. But there are also some notable absences, including
Demna Gvasalia, who has probably done more to shake up
Paris fashion in the last five years than anyone else. He has
also stepped back from designing for Vetements, the uber-
cool brand he founded before taking the reins at Balenciaga.
His rebel spirit and post-Soviet grunge aesthetic so beloved
of US stars like Kanye West and Rihanna is likely to live on,
as is his brand’s penchant for hijacking corporate logos for
cutting social comment.

Abloh returns 
The hyperactive American designer Virgil Abloh is back,

however, for his Off-White and Louis Vuitton shows after
being forced to curb his manic globe-trotting schedule in
September because of “health considerations”. That meant
him missing his Off-White women’s show in the French capi-
tal.  But there were no signs that he was slowing up, teasing
his new looks to his millions of social media followers, as well
an exhibition of his art in a Paris gallery.

A clock motif for Louis Vuitton and a pleated trouser
bottom that ends with a webbed-foot fan on two mis-
matched shoes was liked more than half a million times in a
few hours. Over the New Year Abloh predicted the eventual
death of streetwear - the fashion sub-genre of which he is
one the kings. “I would definitely say it is gonna die,” he
said. “Its time will be up... how many more T-shirts can we
own, how many more hoodies, how many mores sneakers?”
But he later sought to clarify his comments, saying: “What

we do is called design, it is not limited to being called
‘streetwear’. The moral of the story is beware of whatever
box you are labelled as. Challenge it, defy it, do not be
defined by it.” —AFP 

Bye, bye London: British fashion
star Green makes his Paris debut 

Craig Green

Adaredevil French climber yesterday made his own
contribution to a long-running protest against
planned pension reforms, scurrying up a towering

skyscraper just outside Paris. “People spend 40 years of
their lives slaving away, often in a job they don’t even like,”
Alain Robert told AFP before beginning his climb. “We want
people to live decently.” 

Robert, known worldwide for scaling landmark towers
without ropes - and usually without permission - began his
ascent of the 187-m Total building in the La Defense busi-
ness district at around 10:30 am (0930 GMT). Passers-by
gaped as he mounted the lattice of metal-framed glass
panes, taking 52 minutes to reach the top, where as usual
police and security guards were waiting.

“It was quite cold, I couldn’t feel the tips of my fingers so
it was tricky,” Robert said. “And also I’m not in the same
shape as I was 20 years ago! I’m 57, so technically not far
from retirement. And climbing is the only way I make mon-
ey,” Robert said before being taken away. “Will I have to
keep climbing solo until I’m 64? Or even 67?”

Unions have been waging a crippling transport strike
against the pension overhaul since Dec 5, disrupting train
services and making commutes miserable for millions, espe-
cially in the Paris region. The government wants to forge a
single system from 42 separate schemes and intended to
push back the official age for a full pension to 64 from 62 - a
measure it withdrew temporarily under union pressure over
the weekend.

“They need to stop telling people to work more and
accept less, because that’s what this reform is about,” Robert
said, echoing claims from France’s hard-line unions, which
are demanding the government withdraw its plan. It is not
the first time Robert has climbed to promote a political mes-
sage. Last August, he unfurled a “peace banner” while racing
up the 68 floors of the Cheung Kong Center in Hong Kong
as the city was rocked by pro-democracy protests challeng-
ing Beijing’s authority. And in 2015, Robert scaled the Engie

tower in La Defense to draw attention to calls for a more
transparent banking system. — AFP 

French ‘Spiderman’ 
stages protest climb 
against pension reform 

French skyscraper climber Alain Robert, popularly known as
the “French Spiderman”, climbs the Total tower in the west
of Paris’s business district of La Defense yesterday. —AFP 

McQueen slams BAFTA for lack of diversity 


